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PREFACE

A professional in today's world, whether soldier, bureaucrat or business person, is often confronted with questions and challenges associated with the goals and objectives of the organization, and the manner in which they are accomplished.

To assist senior leaders in assessing the ethically right and wrong choices available to them, the United States Army War College Library presents Ethics: A Selected Bibliography. This listing of books, documents, and periodical articles provides various viewpoints from notable materials published during the past five years which are readily available in the USAWC Library collection.

Researchers may also wish to consult Ethics: A Selected Bibliography, compiled by the USAWC Library in March 1985, which covers similar publications received in the Library prior to that date.

For additional information, please contact the Reference Section, US Army War College Library, AUTOVON 242-3660, Commercial (717) 245-3660.

I shall be telling this with a sigh...
Somewhere ages and ages hence:
Two roads diverged in a wood, and I--
I took the one less traveled by,
And that has made all the difference.

--Robert Frost
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